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Liv Little is perhaps best known for setting
up gal-dem in 2015, an award-winning
media platform committed to sharing the
perspectives of people of colour from
marginalised genders. 
She started gal-dem as an online
magazine while studying politics and
sociology at Bristol University. It fast
became an influential voice in the UK’s
evolving media landscape. 
Following just over five years at the
company’s helm, Liv recently announced
she would be stepping down from her
role as CEO, staying on as President of the
board, and has returned to university to
do an MA at Goldsmiths in Black British
Writing. 

Liv Little is an award-winning
writer, consultant, creative

director and curator

Age 27

Politics and sociology at Bristol Uni,
MA in Black British History at
Goldsmiths (current)

My mum told me to love without fear and
limitation — to be open to love. Don’t
forget to show the people around you that
you love them, as well as vocalizing it.

Home is where you feel safe. It is not
necessarily a physical space, but how you
feel and the people you have around you.

As a freelancer, I have a spreadsheet to see
how much I am owed. It makes chasing
payments (which are late 90% of the time)
much easier.

Be open to the unknown — nothing in life
is fixed or static. And most importantly, we
are not defined by our job titles.
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The best job I’ve ever had...
gal-dem!

My superpower is... 
I think I’m pretty resilient even if it doesn’t always feel like it — oh and I love
hard!

The best skill I've developed...
Storytelling.

The greatest mistake I've made is... 
Not listening to my gut.

A life lesson I wish I'd been taught at university...
That life doesn’t follow a neat timeline — there are unexpected curves.

The best piece of advice I would give to my 18-year old self...
Don’t fear failure.

My mantra for life...
Don’t be afraid to love deeply — from my mum.

My go-to book...
There are so many books I've loved which have taught me something new
about myself and the world, so it’s too hard to choose just one.

The best piece of career advice I've been given...
Go with your gut.

The best piece of money advice I've been given...
Don’t ever get a credit card. Oh, and put 20% away for tax, always.

The best piece of advice on love I've been given...
Love without fear and limitation and be open to love.
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